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When an animal moves through the world, its brain receives a stream of information about the body’s 
translational movement. These incoming movement signals, relayed from sensory organs or as copies of 
motor commands, are referenced relative to the body. Ultimately, such body-centric movement signals 
must be transformed into world-centric coordinates for navigation1. Here we show that this computation 
occurs in the fan-shaped body in the Drosophila brain. We identify two cell types in the fan-shaped body, 
PFNd and PFNv2,3, that conjunctively encode translational velocity signals and heading signals in 
walking flies. Specifically, PFNd and PFNv neurons form a Cartesian representation of body-centric 
translational velocity – acquired from premotor brain regions4,5 – that is layered onto a world-centric 
heading representation inherited from upstream compass neurons6-8. Then, we demonstrate that the next 
network layer, comprising hΔB neurons, is wired so as to transform the representation of translational 
velocity from body-centric to world-centric coordinates. We show that this transformation is predicted by 
a computational model derived directly from electron microscopy connectomic data9.  The model 
illustrates the key role of a specific network motif, whereby the PFN neurons that synapse onto the same 
hΔB neuron have heading-tuning differences that offset the differences in their preferred body-centric 
directions of movement. By integrating a world-centric representation of travel velocity over time, it 
should be possible for the brain to form a working memory of the path traveled through the 
environment10-12. 
 
Natural locomotor behavior combines body rotation with forward and lateral body translation. All these 
movements contribute to the path traveled by the animal through the world. For example, when a fly walks in a 
curved path to the left, it steps forward while rotating left and also sidestepping laterally to the left13,14 (Fig. 1a, 
Extended Data Fig. 1). The brain would underestimate the path’s curvature unless it tracked the body’s lateral 
movement in addition to tracking its forward movement. 
 
A walking insect can measure its forward and lateral velocity using proprioceptive signals and copies of internal 
motor command signals15, as well as optic flow signals16,17. All these velocity signals arrive in body-centric 
coordinates. Ultimately, however, if the brain is to construct a memory of the fly’s navigation path10,18, it must 
convert these body-centric signals into world-centric coordinates1,19. For example, moving forward while facing 
north should be represented by the brain’s navigation systems as equivalent to moving right while facing west 
(Fig. 1a) – even if these two situations involve very different peripheral sensory signals and motor commands. 
 
If this computation is performed in the fly brain, it would likely occur downstream from the ellipsoid body (EB) 
of the central complex. The EB contains a topographic map of heading which is anchored to multimodal 
environmental cues6,20,21 – in other words, a world-centric heading representation. EB projection neurons (EPG 
neurons or “compass neurons”) send this heading information to the protocerebral bridge (PB)7,8 (Fig. 1b). 
Indeed, a recent study in the honeybee showed that, in some regions of the central complex downstream from 
the PB, there are incoming projections from neurons that encode the direction of optic flow during flight22. This 
result suggests a possible fusion of translational velocity signals and heading signals in the central complex. To 
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pursue this idea, we turned to the fly Drosophila melanogaster, where we can use transgenic driver lines2,3 to 
target central complex neurons with well-defined synaptic connectivity19. 
 
Neurons encoding heading and velocity 
 
To determine whether heading information is integrated with velocity information downstream from EPG 
neurons, we used specific driver lines3 to express a fast calcium indicator (jGCaMP7f)23 in various cell types in 
the PB. We imaged these neurons using two-photon excitation microscopy as the fly walked freely on a 
spherical treadmill, surrounded by a visual virtual reality environment24 (Fig. 1c). This environment was a 360° 
panorama displaying a prominent heading cue – namely, a bright object which rotated rightward when the fly 
made a fictive leftward turn, and vice versa. 
 
We focused on a specific PB cell type (PFNd) downstream from compass neurons (Fig. 1d), because PFN 
neurons are anatomically well-positioned to receive both heading information and translational velocity 
information22. We found that PFNd dendrites form two complete maps of heading, one on each side of the PB 
(PFNd.L and PFNd.R, Fig. 1d), resembling the two complete maps in EPG axons (Fig. 1e,f). As the fly rotates 
clockwise, there is a “bump” of activity which moves leftward across the PFNd.R population, and another bump 
that moves leftward across the PFNd.L population. Overall, the position of the bump is correlated with heading, 
as in EPG neurons (Extended Data Fig. 2). 
 
Moreover, we found that PFNd neurons also show direction-selective responses to translational movement. 
Specifically, the PFNd.R bump amplitude increases when the fly translates forward and right, whereas PFNd.L 
bump amplitude increases when the fly translates forward and left (Fig. 1g-i, Extended Data Fig. 2). Thus, 
PFNd neurons are sensitive to both forward and lateral velocity. These neurons are somewhat correlated with 
rotation as well (Extended Data Fig. 2), but this is unsurprising because lateral and rotational velocity are highly 
correlated during walking (Extended Data Fig. 1)13,25; moreover, as we will see, the function of these neurons is 
most relevant to translational movement.  
 
We estimated the preferred translational direction of each population by fitting a linear function to their two-
dimensional tuning profile (Extended Data Fig. 2); this analysis suggested that PFNd.R and PFNd.L neurons 
prefer translation at an angle of 31° and -31°, respectively, relative to heading (Fig. 1i). Graded velocity 
increases in the preferred direction produce graded increases in bump amplitude (Extended Data Fig. 2). By 
contrast, EPG neurons themselves are relatively insensitive to translational velocity (Fig. 1g). 
 
Next, we used whole-cell recordings to measure the relative latency of PFNd activity and behavior. When we 
cross-correlated voltage and velocity in the cell’s preferred translational velocity direction, we found that 
voltage typically lagged velocity by about 0.1 s (Fig. 1j). This lag implies that PFNd neurons are not directly 
causal for these changes in velocity. In other words, PFNd neurons are measuring velocity rather than 
commanding velocity. 
 
These electrophysiological recordings also revealed that effect of velocity (in the cell’s preferred body-centric 
direction) is to multiplicatively scale the effect of heading. For a given heading, the cell’s membrane potential 
depends quite linearly on velocity (Fig. 1k). High velocities amplify the depolarizing effect of the preferred 
heading, as well as the hyperpolarizing effect of the anti-preferred heading (Fig. 1k). 
 
In summary, PFNd neurons support a conjunctive code for several navigational variables. The spatial phase of 
the activity bumps (i.e. the position of the bump along the PB) encodes heading, which is a world-centric 
variable. Meanwhile, the amplitude of each bump scales linearly with translational velocity in a specific 
direction, with the right and left PFNd populations tuned to different body-centric directions.  
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Velocity coding via graded release from inhibition 
 
To understand the origin of the conjunctive code in PFNd neurons, we identified the inputs to PFNd neurons in 
the hemibrain connectome9 (Extended Data Fig. 3). We then used specific driver lines to express jGCaMP7f in 
the cell types that provide major unilateral input to PFNd (Fig. 1d, Extended Data Fig. 3) to understand how the 
left and right PFNd populations acquire their translational direction selectivity. We found strong direction-
selective translational velocity signals in two cell types, SpsP and LNO2. These two cell types are output 
projection neurons from little-studied brain regions that have been implicated as premotor regions associated 
with locomotion (the SPS and LAL, respectively)4,5.  
 
Notably, we found that SpsP and LNO2 neurons are anti-correlated with forward velocity (Fig. 2a-f), rather 
than being positively correlated as PFNd neurons are. To determine whether SpsP and LNO2 neurons might be 
inhibitory, we reconstructed examples of these neurons in a second large-scale EM dataset26 which allows us to 
leverage machine learning to predict the neurotransmitters associated with each cell27. We found that SpsP and 
LNO2 output synapses were mainly scored as glutamatergic. Glutamate is often an inhibitory neurotransmitter 
in the Drosophila brain28, and indeed we confirmed that optogenetic activation of SpsP neurons produces PFNd 
neuron hyperpolarization, with the characteristic pharmacological signature of monosynaptic inhibition via 
glutamate-gated chloride (GluCl) channels (Fig. 2g). We also confirmed that a split-Gal4 hemidriver that 
reports vesicular glutamate transporter expression29 can drive expression in LNO2 neurons (Extended Data Fig. 
4). Thus, both types of premotor projection neurons are likely inhibitory. This means that, as forward velocity 
increases, PFNd neurons receive graded disinhibition from premotor regions. 
 
Recall that PFNd neurons are sensitive to lateral velocity. We found that SpsP and LNO2 neurons are also 
sensitive to lateral velocity (Fig. 2a-f, Extended Data Fig. 5); moreover, their lateral direction selectivity can 
explain the observed lateral direction selectivity of PFNd neurons (Fig. 2h). Specifically, when the fly walks to 
the right, SpsP and LNO2 neurons inhibit PFNd.L, while also disinhibiting PFNd.R. Thus, these premotor 
projection neurons can account for both the lateral and forward velocity tuning of PFNd neurons. 
 
PFNd neurons also receive a major input from IbSpsP neurons (Extended Data Fig. 5). However, we found that 
IbSpsP neurons are not very selective for the direction of translational motion (Extended Data Fig. 5). Thus, 
they are unlikely to account for direction-selective velocity tuning in PFNd neurons. 
 
To summarize, PFNd neurons in each brain hemisphere inherit a map of heading direction from the compass 
system. These maps are under the inhibitory control of premotor projection neurons which encode both the 
speed and direction of body movement. Lateral movement releases the ipsilateral PFNd heading map from 
inhibition, while increasing inhibition of the contralateral map. By contrast, forward movement disinhibits both 
maps. In this way, body-centric velocity information is layered onto the world-centric map of heading. 
 
A complete Cartesian system for velocity 
 
Next, we investigated another cell type, PFNv, with a morphology nearly identical to PFNd neurons (Fig. 3a). 
Like PFNd neurons, PFNv neurons are downstream from compass neurons (Fig. 1d, Extended Data Fig. 3). 
Accordingly, we found that PFNv neurons also form a heading map in each half of the PB (Fig. 3b), with a 
bump of activity whose position correlates with heading (Extended Data Figure 6). 
 
Notably, we found that PFNv bump amplitude encodes translational velocity along directions that are opposite 
to those encoded by PFNd neurons. Whereas PFNd neurons are excited by forward and ipsilateral velocity, 
PFNv neurons prefer backward and contralateral velocity (Fig. 3c-e).  
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Because PFNd and PFNv neurons have such different translational direction selectivity, we might expect them 
to receive different inputs from the brain’s premotor centers (SPS and LAL4,5). The hemibrain connectome9 
confirms this prediction: SpsP and LNO2 neurons make many synapses onto PFNd neurons, but they make 
almost no synapses onto PFNv neurons. Rather, PFNv neurons are downstream from other LAL projection 
neuron types (LNO1 and LNO3; Extended Data Fig. 3) which contribute relatively little to PFNd input. LNO1 
neuron activity was not strongly correlated with body velocity under our experimental conditions (Extended 
Data Fig. 7), so it seems more likely that LNO3 neurons are the major drivers of PFNv responses, although we 
were not able to obtain a selective driver for LNO3 neurons that would allow us to test this idea. 
 
In summary, PFNd and PFNv neurons together constitute a complete set of Cartesian axes for encoding 
translational velocity (Fig. 3e). This representation is in body-centric coordinates. Thus, when the fly rotates, 
the PFN velocity-vector representation rotates along with the fly’s heading (Fig. 3e). By conjointly encoding the 
full 360° of body-centric translational velocity directions and the full 360° of heading directions, PFNd and 
PFNv neurons are poised to transform velocity representations from a body-centric coordinate system to a 
world-centric coordinate system. 
 
Integrating opponent populations  
 
Next, we examined what happens downstream from PFNd and PFNv neurons. Both of these cell types project 
to the fan-shaped body (FB), where their axonal projections preserve the rough topography of the heading map2. 
The hemibrain connectome9 reveals that PFNd and PFNv projections from the same PB glomerulus are 
precisely overlaid in the FB, and they converge onto the same cell type, called hΔB (Fig. 3g).  
 
This projection pattern seems puzzling. PFNd and PFNv neurons from the same PB glomerulus have opposing 
velocity preferences (Fig. 3e). Thus, the convergence of these projections would seem to cancel the directional 
information provided by each PFN population. 
 
The resolution to this puzzle lies in the subcellular targeting of these synaptic connections. Each hΔB neuron 
spans half of the horizontal extent of the FB, with a dendrite at one pole and axon terminals at the other (Fig. 
3g). In analyzing the connectome, we discovered that PFNv neurons synapse selectively onto hΔB dendrites, 
whereas PFNd neurons synapse onto both hΔB axon terminals and dendrites, with a preference for axon 
terminals (Fig. 3h). 
 
If we take the perspective of an individual hΔB neuron, we see that its PFNd and PFNv inputs from the left PB 
will have opposite heading tuning (Fig. 3i, left). Similarly, PFNd and PFNv inputs from the right PB will also 
have opposite heading tuning (Fig. 3i, right). If PFNd neurons exclusively targeted hΔB axon terminals (as 
schematized in Fig. 3i), then the heading difference would be exactly 180°, but because PFNd neurons also 
target hΔB dendrites, the heading difference is closer to 150° (Fig. 3j). Recall that PFNd and PFNv neurons 
from the PB on the same hemisphere have nearly opposite preferred directions of translational velocity, which 
roughly matches this heading difference (Fig. 3e). 
 
To summarize, PFNd and PFNv inputs to the same hΔB neuron have nearly opposite heading tuning, and also 
nearly opposite translational velocity tuning. As a result, their translational velocity signals should combine 
constructively, rather than destructively. The key point is that PFNd and PFNv neurons that wire together (onto 
the same hΔB neuron) have heading-tuning differences that offset their translational direction tuning 
differences. This is a notable example of a geometrical computation in the brain which relies on the precise 
geometry of subcellular synaptic targeting. 
 
Interhemispheric integration 
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There is yet another important feature of the PFN projection pattern: projections from the right and left copies 
of the PB heading map are not aligned in the FB2. Rather, there is a systematic shift, so that projections from the 
right PB are shifted leftward, while projections from the left PB are shifted rightward (Fig. 3k). Thus, when we 
analyzed the hemibrain connectome from the perspective of an individual hΔB neuron, we found that PFNd 
inputs from the right and left have preferred headings that differ by ~45°, on average (Fig. 3j). Note that this 
heading-tuning difference is opposite to the translational direction tuning difference in the two PFNd 
populations (Fig. 3k). This matched shift allows the hΔB neuron to constructively combine information from 
the left and right hemispheres. 
 
The same matched shift occurs for PFNv neurons, although here there is a somewhat larger heading tuning 
difference between left and right inputs to an individual hΔB neuron (Fig. 3j). Accordingly, there is also a 
somewhat larger difference in the preferred translational directions of right and left PFNv populations (as 
compared with the difference in the right-left PFNd populations, Fig. 3e). Again, the key point is that the PFN 
neurons that wire together have heading-tuning differences that offset their translational direction tuning 
differences. 
 
A body-to-world coordinate transformation 
 
To see the functional consequence of this anatomy, consider again the perspective of an individual hΔB neuron 
(Fig. 3l). Its inputs have diverse preferred headings, and diverse body-centric direction preferences. What these 
inputs have in common is their preferred world-centric travel direction (Fig. 3l). Thus, the identity of the active 
hΔB neurons should encode the direction of world-centric travel. Travel in a given direction should activate the 
same hΔB neurons, regardless of whether the fly is walking right or left, forwards or backwards. In other words, 
the brain’s translational velocity-vector should be transformed from body-centric coordinates to world-centric 
coordinates. 
 
To investigate this idea, we implemented a computational model of the network, comprising 40 PFNd, 20 
PFNv, and 19 hΔB neurons, identical to the cell numbers in the hemibrain connectome9.  For simplicity, we 
directly modeled the activity of PFN neurons as a function of heading and body-centric translational velocity, 
rather than modeling the network inputs to PFN neurons. In the model, each PFN neuron is cosine-tuned to 
heading. The amplitude of its heading response is multiplicatively scaled by the nonnegative component of the 
fly’s translational velocity in that cell’s preferred body-centric direction (Fig. 4a). This follows what we see in 
PFN membrane voltage data, where velocity multiplicatively scales the cell’s heading tuning (Fig. 1k). 
PFN→hΔB connectivity is taken directly from the connectome, with weights proportional to the number of 
synapses per connection (Fig. 4b). This direct approach is a departure from previous studies where connections 
weights from connectome data were computationally optimized to achieve a particular modeling result30,31; 
here, connections were simply taken directly from data, with no optimization. Finally, each hΔB neuron in the 
model simply sums its PFN inputs. 
 
Notably, in this model, the position of the hΔB activity bump tracks the fly’s world-centric travel direction (Fig. 
4c) and the amplitude of the bump scales with travel speed, although the gain of this relationship is highest 
when the fly is walking straight forward (Fig. 4d). The model’s travel direction encoding is remarkably good: 
for a given world-centric travel direction, the position of the hΔB bump is essentially always the same, 
regardless of whether the fly’s heading direction matches it travel direction (Fig. 4e). Travel direction encoding 
is disrupted if we permute the connectivity matrix to remove the 45° phase shift in hΔB inputs from left and 
right PFN populations (Fig. 4b,e). It is even more disrupted if we remove either PFNv or PFNd neurons from 
the model (Fig. 4e). Although PFNv neurons contribute only a relatively small number of synapses (Fig. 3h), 
they are essential because their velocity tuning opposes that of PFNd neurons. Unless both opponent 
populations are functional, they cannot push the hΔB bump to the correct position. 
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Finally, we tested the predictions of this model by imaging jGCaMP7f in hΔB neurons. Although hΔB dendrites 
and axons are intercalated, calcium signals should be dominated by axons, given the concentration of calcium 
channels at presynaptic terminals. Thus, we would expect to see a moving bump of activity whose amplitude 
scales with travel speed. This is indeed what we observed (Fig. 4f,g). The bump position generally followed the 
visual heading cue, which is expected whenever the fly is walking fairly straight. Notably, however, the hΔB 
bump shifted away from the cue when the fly’s lateral speed was high relative to its forward velocity (Fig. 4f) – 
i.e., when travel direction deviated from heading (Fig. 4h). The observed bump shift was relatively small, which 
is what we would expect, given the limited temporal resolution of calcium imaging and the fact that travel-
heading deviations are very transient during normal walking (Fig. 4f). Importantly, however, we saw a 
quantitatively similar shift in every hΔB experiment, and we did not observe this type of shift in PFNd 
experiments (Fig. 4i-k, Extended Data Fig. 8) or in PFNv experiments (Extended Data Fig. 8). 
 
In summary, while the PFN bump position faithfully tracks the fly’s heading direction, the hΔB bump position 
is sensitive to the intermittent deviations between travel and heading that occur during normal walking. This 
result supports the idea that hΔB neurons form a map of travel direction, rather than heading direction. 
Meanwhile, the amplitude of hΔB activity encodes travel speed. Together, these results imply that hΔB neurons 
constitute a vector-velocity representation of travel direction and speed in world-centric coordinates. 
 
Discussion 
 
The transformation of velocity signals into world-centric coordinates is a prerequisite for computing a world-
centric path during navigation. Drosophila and other insects can use path integration to navigate back to a 
familiar site in the absence of spatial position cues10-12. Path integration requires the brain to measure not only 
direction but also distance (or speed). A simple model proposed twenty-five years ago by Wittmann and 
Schwegler32 proposed that the compass system in the insect brain33 is the source of direction information; 
forward speed then multiplicatively scales the output of the compass system, and this representation is 
integrated over time to produce a vectorial representation of the distance traveled in each heading direction. A 
limitation of this model is that it assumes all translational velocity is straight ahead, with no lateral component. 
 
This problem is solved in a model recently proposed by Stone, Webb, and colleagues22. Inspired by 
experimental work in honeybees, this model begins with a Cartesian coordinate system for translational velocity 
– specifically, one cell tuned to forward-right velocity, and another cell tuned to forward left velocity. In the 
model, each of these two neurons projects to a separate downstream “integrator” population which also receives 
a complete heading map. Heading signals are subtracted from translational velocity signals, and the result is 
summed over time in each of these two integrator populations. Note that, in the Stone-Webb model, there is no 
explicit representation of world-centric travel velocity. Rather, this model separately stores path components 
along two orthogonal axes of translation. It was predicted that PFN neurons (called CPU4 in bees) correspond 
to the integrator cells of the model. A limitation of this model is that it only works when there is no backward 
component to the agent’s movement. 
 
Here we show that PFN neurons do indeed combine heading and translational velocity signals. However, we 
show there are actually four populations of PFN neurons that collectively tile the full 360° of velocity space in a 
Cartesian coordinate system. Contrary to the prevailing model, we found no evidence that PFNd or PFNv 
neurons integrate velocity information over time to yield a distance calculation. 
 
Next, we show that this network is wired to perform a computation which has not previously been attributed to 
the insect brain: it computes an explicit representation of the body’s velocity in world-centric coordinates. This 
computation occurs at the next layer of the network, in hΔB neurons. The identity of the active neurons in the 
hΔB population represents world-centric travel direction. This means that, when the agent rotates, the hΔB 
coordinate system remains stable rather than rotating. Meanwhile, the amplitude of hΔB activity covaries with 
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travel speed. A neural representation of speed is important to accurate navigation, and indeed there is behavioral 
evidence that path integration in walking16,17 and flying34 insects is sensitive to speed cues. 
 
Moreover, our model shows that the crucial element in this computation is the precise targeting of PFNd and 
PFNv output synapses. In this wiring pattern, PFN neurons converge onto the same hΔB neuron if the 
difference in their translational-direction preference is offset by a shift in their heading-direction-preference. We 
suggest that an analogous wiring pattern might be found in the vertebrate brain, in the arrangement of inputs to 
world-centric velocity-vector cells35. 
 
More generally, our work provides the first detailed mechanistic description of a body-to-world vectorial 
coordinate transformation in any species. This is potentially relevant to the many different vectorial codes in 
mammalian navigation systems1.  Some of these vectorial codes operate in body-centric coordinates35-38, 
whereas others operate in world-centric coordinates35,39-42. It has been proposed that the outputs of body-centric 
vector cells are combined to produce world-centric vector cells in downstream network layers43,44. This would 
seem to be a crucial element of the neurobiology of navigation. Our results show that this does in fact occur – 
and indeed how it occurs – in an insect brain. A parallel study reaches many of the same conclusions45. 
 
Ultimately, path position representations must be compared to internal spatial goals. Then, they must be 
transposed back into a body-centric reference frame for steering control25. By identifying wiring patterns in the 
connectome19, exploring these patterns in computational models, and testing these models through physiology 
experiments, it should be possible to achieve an understanding of all these computations at an algorithmic and  
biophysical level. 
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Online Methods 
 
Fly husbandry and genotypes: Unless otherwise specified, flies were raised on cornmeal-molasses food 
(Archon Scientific) in an incubator on a 12-hour:12-hour light:dark cycle at 25°C at 50-70% relative humidity. 
Flies for the experiments in Figure 2g and Extended Figure 5c were cultured on Nutri-Fly GF German Food 
(Genessee Scientific) with 0.1% Tegosept (p-hydroxy-benzoic acid, Genessee Scientific), 80 mM propionic 
acid (Sigma-Aldrich), and 0.6 mM all trans-retinal (ATR; Sigma-Aldrich). Vials containing ATR food were 
shielded from light with aluminum foil to prevent photoconversion of ATR. The no-ATR control flies for 
Extended Figure 5c were kept on cornmeal-molasses food. All experiments used flies with at least one wild-
type copy of the white gene. Genotypes of fly stocks used in each figure are as follows: 
 
Figure 1 
PFNd calcium imaging: 
w/+; P{R16D01-p65.AD}attP40/+; P{R15E01-Gal4.DBD}attP2/PBac{20XUAS-IVS-jGCaMP7f}VK00005 
EPG calcium imaging: 
w/+; +; P{GMR60D05-GAL4}attP2/PBac{20XUAS-IVS-jGCaMP7f}VK00005 
PFNd whole-cell recording: 
w/+; P{R16D01-p65.AD}attP40/ P{20XUAS-IVS-mCD8::GFP}attP40; P{R15E01-Gal4.DBD}attP2/+ 
 
Figure 2 
SpsP calcium imaging: 
w/+; P{VT019012-p65.AD}attP40/+; P{R72C10-Gal4.DBD}attP2/ PBac{20XUAS-IVS-jGCaMP7f}VK00005 
LNO2 calcium imaging: 
+; Mi{Trojan-p65AD.2}Vglut[MI04979-Tp65AD.2]/+; P{VT008681-Gal4.DBD}attP2/ PBac{20XUAS-IVS-
jGCaMP7f}VK00005 
SpsP optogenetic activation with PFNd whole-cell recording: 
w/+; P{GMR16D01-lexA}attP40/ P{VT019012-p65.AD}attP40; P{13xLexAop2-IVS-pmyr::GFP}VK00005, 
P{20xUAS-CsChrimson-mCherry-trafficked}su(Hw)attP1/ P{R72C10-Gal4.DBD}attP2 
 
Figure 3: 
PFNv calcium imaging: 
w/+; P{R22G07-p65.AD}attP40/+; P{VT063307-Gal4.DBD}attP2/PBac{20XUAS-IVS-jGCaMP7f}VK00005 
 
Figure 4: 
hΔB calcium imaging: 
+; P{R72B05-p65.AD}attP40/+; P{VT055827-Gal4.DBD}attP2/PBac{20XUAS-IVS-jGCaMP7f}VK00005 
PFNd calcium imaging: 
w/+; P{R16D01-p65.AD}attP40/+; P{R15E01-Gal4.DBD}attP2/PBac{20XUAS-IVS-jGCaMP7f}VK00005 
 
Extended Figure 2: 
PFNd calcium imaging: 
w/+; P{R16D01-p65.AD}attP40/+; P{R15E01-Gal4.DBD}attP2/PBac{20XUAS-IVS-jGCaMP7f}VK00005 
PFNd whole-cell recording: 
w/+; P{R16D01-p65.AD}attP40/ P{20XUAS-IVS-mCD8::GFP}attP40; P{R15E01-Gal4.DBD}attP2/+ 
 
Extended Figure 4:  
GFP expression pattern: 
+; Mi{Trojan-p65AD.2}Vglut[MI04979-Tp65AD.2]/P{20XUAS-IVS-mCD8::GFP}attP40; P{VT008681-
Gal4.DBD}attP2/+ 
MultiColor Flip Out (MCFO): 
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+/ w[1118], P{R57C10-FLPL}su(Hw)attP8; Mi{Trojan-p65AD.2}Vglut[MI04979-Tp65AD.2]/+; 
P{VT008681-Gal4.DBD}attP2/Pbac{10xUAS(FRT.stop)myr::smGdP-HA}VK00005, 
P{10xUAS(FRT.stop)myr::smGdP-V5-THS-10xUAS(FRT.stop)myr::smGdP-FLAG}su(Hw)attP1   
 
Extended Figure 5:  
SpsP optogenetic activation with PFNd whole-cell recording: 
w/+; P{GMR16D01-lexA}attP40/ P{VT019012-p65.AD}attP40; P{13xLexAop2-IVS-pmyr::GFP}VK00005, 
P{20xUAS-CsChrimson-mCherry-trafficked}su(Hw)attP1/ P{R72C10-Gal4.DBD}attP2 
Empty split-Gal4 optogenetic activation control with PFNd whole-cell recording: 
w/+; P{GMR16D01-lexA}attP40/ P{p65.AD.Uw}attP40; P{13xLexAop2-IVS-pmyr::GFP}VK00005, 
P{20xUAS-CsChrimson-mCherry-trafficked}su(Hw)attP1/ P{GAL4.DBD.Uw}attP2 
IbSpsP calcium imaging: 
w/+; P{R47G08-p65.AD}attP40/+; P{VT012791-Gal4.DBD}attP2/ PBac{20XUAS-IVS-jGCaMP7f}VK00005 
 
Extended Figure 6: 
PFNv calcium imaging: 
w/+; P{R22G07-p65.AD}attP40/+; P{VT063307-Gal4.DBD}attP2/PBac{20XUAS-IVS-jGCaMP7f}VK00005 
 
Extended Figure 7: 
LNO1 calcium imaging: 
+; P{VT020742-p65.AD}attP40/+; P{VT017270-GAL4.DBD}attP2/ PBac{20XUAS-IVS-
jGCaMP7s}VK00005 
 
Extended Figure 8: 
hΔB calcium imaging: 
+; P{R72B05-p65.AD}attP40/+; P{VT055827-Gal4.DBD}attP2/PBac{20XUAS-IVS-jGCaMP7f}VK00005 
PFNd calcium imaging: 
w/+; P{R16D01-p65.AD}attP40/+; P{R15E01-Gal4.DBD}attP2/PBac{20XUAS-IVS-jGCaMP7f}VK00005 
PFNv calcium imaging: 
w/+; P{R22G07-p65.AD}attP40/+; P{VT063307-Gal4.DBD}attP2/PBac{20XUAS-IVS-jGCaMP7f}VK00005 
 
Origins of transgenic stocks: 
 
The following stocks were obtained from the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center (BDSC) and published as 
follows: P{GMR60D05-GAL4}attP2 (BDSC 39247)46, P{GMR16D01-lexA}attP40 (BDSC 52503)46, 
P{R72B05-p65.AD}attP40 (BDSC 70939)46, P{VT055827-Gal4.DBD}attP2 (BDSC 71851)47,  P{VT008681-
Gal4.DBD}attP2 (BDSC 73701)47, Mi{Trojan-p65AD.2}Vglut[MI04979-Tp65AD.2] (BDSC 82986)29, 
Pbac{20XUAS-IVS-jGCaMP7f}VK00005 (BDSC 79031)23, and P{p65.AD.Uw}attP40; 
P{GAL4.DBD.Uw}attP2 (BDSC 79603)48. 
 
P{20XUAS-IVS-mCD8::GFP}attP40 was a gift from B. Pfeiffer and G. Rubin and was described previously46. 
 
The split-Gal4 line targeting PFNd neurons was ss00078 (P{R16D01-p65.AD}attP40; P{R15E01-
Gal4.DBD}attP2). The split-Gal4 line targeting SpsP neurons was ss52267 (P{VT019012-p65.AD}attP40; 
P{R72C10-Gal4.DBD}attP2). The split-Gal4 line targeting IbSpsP neurons was ss04778 (P{R47G08-
p65.AD}attP40; P{VT012791-Gal4.DBD}attP2). The split-Gal4 line targeting PFNv neurons was ss52628 
(P{R22G07-p65.AD}attP40;P{VT063307-Gal4.DBD}attP2). The split-Gal4 line targeting LNO1 neurons was 
ss47398 (P{VT020742-p65.AD}attP40; P{VT017270-GAL4.DBD}attP2). These lines were obtained from the 
Janelia Research Campus FlyBank and have been described previously3. 
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We constructed a split-Gal4 line to target LNO2 neurons that incorporates the VglutAD transgene29. This split-
Gal4 line is Mi{Trojan-p65AD.2}Vglut[MI04979-Tp65AD.2]; P{VT008681-Gal4.DBD}attP2. We validated 
the expression of this line using immunohistochemical anti-GFP staining, and also using Multi-Color-Flip-Out 
(MCFO) to visualize single-cell morphologies. On occasion, this split line labels a cell type innervating nodulus 
subunit 3 (NO3); MCFO results suggest that this is a separate cell type from LNO2 and does not innervate NO2 
(Extended Data Fig. 4). 
 
The recombinant chromosome P{13xLexAop2-IVS-pmyr::GFP}VK00005, P{20xUAS-CsChrimson-mCherry-
trafficked}su(Hw)attP1 was a gift from Vivek Jayaraman’s lab. 
 
MCFO experiments used w[1118], P{R57C10-FLPL}su(Hw)attP8; +; Pbac{10xUAS(FRT.stop)myr::smGdP-
HA}VK00005, P{10xUAS(FRT.stop)myr::smGdP-V5-THS-10xUAS(FRT.stop)myr::smGdP-
FLAG}su(Hw)attP1 (BDSC 64087)49. 
 
We constructed a split-Gal4 line to target hΔB neurons. This split-Gal4 line is +; P{R72B05-p65.AD}attP40; 
P{VT055827-Gal4.DBD}attP2. 
 
Fly preparation and dissection 
 
For calcium imaging experiments, we used female flies 20-50 hours post-eclosion and food-deprived (providing 
only a Kimwipe with water) for at least 12 hours prior to the experiment. No circadian restriction was imposed 
for the time of experiments. For optogenetic activation experiments in Fig. 2g and Extended Figure 5c, we used 
female flies 1-5 days post-eclosion. Flies were kept on Nutri-Fly GF German Food with 0.6 mM ATR. For all 
other electrophysiology experiments, we used female flies 24-48 hours old; 5/7 flies included in our dataset 
were food-deprived for 12-24 hours. No circadian restriction was imposed for the time of experiments. 
 
Flies were briefly cold anesthetized prior to dissection. For calcium imaging experiments and electrophysiology 
experiments during walking behavior, we secured the fly in an inverted pyramidal platform CNC-machined 
from black Delrin (Autotiv, Protolabs) with the head pitched forward so that the posterior surface of the head 
was more accessible to the microscope objective. For electrophysiology experiments with optogenetic 
activation, we used a photochemically-etched, flat stainless-steel shim stock platform (Etchit), and the head was 
oriented normally (dorsal-side up). The wings were removed, and the fly head and thorax were secured to the 
holder using UV-curable glue (Loctite AA 3972) and cured with ultraviolet light (LED-200, Electro-Lite Co). 
To remove large brain movements, the proboscis was glued using UV-curable glue. The extracellular saline 
composition was: 103 mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 5 mM TES, 8 mM trehalose, 10 mM glucose, 26 mM NaHCO3, 1 
mM NaH2PO4, 1.5 mM CaCl2, and 4 mM MgCl2 (osmolarity 270-275 mOsm). The saline was bubbled with 
95% O2 and 5% CO2 to reach a final pH of ~7.3. A window was opened in the head cuticle, and trachea and fat 
were removed to expose the brain. To further reduce brain movement, muscle 16 was inactivated by gently 
tugging or clipping the esophagus posteriorly, or by clipping the muscle anteriorly. For electrophysiology 
experiments, the perineural sheath was removed with fine forceps over the brain region of interest. For all 
electrophysiology experiments, saline was continuously superfused over the brain; for calcium imaging, saline 
was superfused prior to experiments. 
 
Two-photon calcium imaging 
 
We used a galvo-galvo-resonant two-photon microscope (Thorlabs Bergamo II, Vidrio RMR Scanner) with a 
fast piezoelectric objective scanner (Physik Instrument P725) and a 20×/1.0 NA objective 
(XLUMPLFLN20XW, Olympus) for volumetric imaging. We used a Chameleon Vision-S Ti-Sapphire 
femtosecond laser tuned to 940 nm for two-photon GCaMP excitation. Emission was collected on GaAsP PMT 
detectors (Hamamatsu) through a 525-nm bandpass filter (Thorlabs). We used ScanImage 2018 software50 
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(Vidrio Technologies) to control the microscope, and imaging data were collected in ScanImage using National 
Instruments PXIe-6341 hardware. 
 
The imaging region for all experiments was 256x128 pixels, with 12 slices in the z-axis for each volume (3-5 
µm per slice) resulting in a ~10 Hz volumetric scanning rate. For PFNd and PFNv imaging experiments, we 
imaged the PB. For SpsP and IbSpsP imaging experiments, we imaged the PB. For LNO2 imaging experiments, 
we imaged the NO. For hΔB imaging experiments, we imaged the FB. 
 
Patch-clamp recordings 
 
Thick-wall filamented borosilicate glass (OD 1.5, ID 0.86 mm, Sutter) pipettes with a resistance range of 9-12 
MΩ were pulled using a P-97 Sutter puller. Pipettes were filled with an internal solution51 consisting of 140 mM 
KOH, 140 mM aspartic acid, 1 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES, 1 mM EGTA, 4 mM MgATP, 0.5 mM Na3GTP, and 
13 mM biocytin hydrazide, filtered twice through a 0.22-µm PVDF filter. To visualize the cells for recording, 
we used a FLIR camera (Chameleon3 CM-U3-13Y3C) mounted on an upright compound microscope (Olympus 
BX51WI) with a 40× water immersion objective (LUMPlanFLN 40XW, Olympus). We used a 100-W Hg arc 
lamp (Olympus, U-LH100HG) and an eGFP long-pass filter to detect GFP fluorescence. For optogenetics 
experiments, the brain was illuminated from below using bright field transmitted light through the microscope 
condenser to identify cell bodies for recording, which was then turned off prior to optogenetic stimulus delivery. 
For walking experiments, the fly was illuminated from below using a fiber optic coupled LED (M740F2, 
Thorlabs) coupled to a ferrule-terminated patch cable (200-µM core, 0.22 n.a., Thorlabs) attached to a fiber 
optic cannula (200-µM core, 0.22 n.a., Thorlabs). The cannula was glued to the ventral side of the holder and 
positioned approximately 135° from the front of the fly so as to be unobtrusive to the fly’s visual field. 
Throughout the experiment, saline bubbled with 95% O2 / 5% CO2 was superfused over the fly using a gravity 
pump at a rate of 2 mL/min. Whole cell recordings were performed using an Axopatch 200B amplifier with a 
CV-203BU headstage (Molecular Devices). Data were low-pass filtered at 5 kHz and acquired on a NiDAQ 
PCIe-6363 card (National Instruments) at 20 kHz. The liquid junction potential was corrected by subtracting 13 
mV from recorded voltages52. 
 
Spherical treadmill and locomotion measurement 
 
For calcium imaging experiments, flies were positioned on a 9-mm ball made from foam (FR-4615, General 
Plastics). The ball was painted with a black pattern using model paint (Vallejo Black Model Color Paint). The 
spherical treadmill consisted of this ball floating on air in a concave hemispherical depression on a plenum 3-D 
printed from clear acrylic (Autotiv). Medical-grade breathing air was flowed through a hole at the bottom of the 
depression. The ball was illuminated with a round-board 36 infrared LED lamp (SODIAL). Ball movement was 
tracked using a video camera (CM3-U3-13Y3M-CS, FLIR) fitted with a macro zoom lens (Tamron 23FM08L 
8-mm 1:1.4 lens). The camera faced the ball from the right side of the fly at a 90° angle. We removed one panel 
of the visual panorama to accommodate the camera view of the ball. The camera frame rate was 50 Hz. 
Machine vision software (FicTrac v2.0) was used to track the position of the ball53. We modified FicTrac to 
output computed ball position parameters in real time through the Redis publish/subscribe messaging paradigm. 
We wrote custom Python software to read in FicTrac outputs from Redis and to produce analog voltage signals 
through a Phidget analog output device (Phidget Analog 4-Output 1002_0B). The forward axis ball 
displacement, yaw axis ball displacement, gain-modified forward ball displacement (not used for experiments in 
this study), and gain-modified yaw ball displacement were output through the Phidget analog device. For 
closed-loop experiments, the gain-modified yaw ball displacement voltage signal was used to update the 
azimuthal position of the visual cues displayed by the visual panorama. All voltage analog signals were 
digitized and acquired using NiDAQ PCI-6341 (National Instruments) at 4 kHz. The forward axis, lateral axis, 
and yaw axis ball movements from FicTrac, along with their timestamps, were recorded by the custom Python 
software and saved to a HDF5 file for each experiment. 
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For electrophysiology experiments, the following parameters were altered. The ball was illuminated using a 780 
nm mounted LED source (M780L3, Thorlabs). The ball’s movement was tracked using GS3-U3-41C6NIR 
video camera (FLIR) fitted with an InfiniStix 94-mm 0.5× macro zoom lens. One panel 180° behind the fly was 
removed to accommodate the camera view of the ball and the light source. FicTrac v2.1 was used to track the 
position of the ball in real time53. We recorded the forward, side, and yaw displacement of the ball via a NiDAQ 
PCIe-6363 card at 20 kHz. Via built-in serial communication support, we used a custom Python script to output 
FicTrac parameters to a Phidget analog output device (Phidget Analog 4-Output 1002_0B). 
 
Visual panorama and visual stimuli 
 
To display visual stimuli, we used a circular panorama built from modular square (8×8 pixel) LED panels24. 
The circular arena was 12 panels in circumference and 2 panels tall. For calcium imaging experiments, we 
removed one panel 90° to the right of the fly; the bottom panel at that azimuth remained to display stimuli. For 
electrophysiology experiments, we removed one panel 180° behind the fly. In all experiments, the modular 
panels contained blue LEDs with peak blue (470 nm) emission; blue LEDs were chosen to reduce overlap with 
the GCaMP emission spectrum. For calcium imaging experiments, four layers of filters were added in front of 
the LED arena (Rosco, R381) to further reduce overlap in spectra. A final diffuser layer was placed in front of 
the filters (SXF-0600, Snow White Light Diffuser, Decorative Films). For electrophysiology experiments, only 
the diffuser layer was used. 
 
The visual stimulus displayed was a bright 2-pixel-wide vertical bar. The bar’s height was the full 2-panel 
height of the area (except for 75-105° to the right of the fly, when the bar was 1 full panel in height). The 
azimuth position of the bar was controlled during closed-loop experiments via the voltage signal from the 
Phidget device, which was used to convert FicTrac outputs to an analog voltage signal. For calcium imaging 
experiments, a 0.8× yaw gain was used; this meant that for a given yaw displacement of the ball, the visual cue 
displacement was 0.8× the ball’s yaw displacement. For electrophysiology experiments, a 1× yaw gain was 
used. 
 
The visual panorama provided no information about body velocity. It therefore seems likely that the velocity 
signals we observed were due to proprioceptive feedback and/or motor efference copy. However, it is possible 
that flies could see the pattern on the spherical treadmill moving as they walked, and thus there may also be a 
contribution from ventral optic flow signals. 
 
Experimental trial structure during calcium imaging 
 
For calcium imaging experiments, prior to data collection, all flies were allowed to walk for 5 min in darkness 
and then at least 10 min in closed loop with the visual cue. For calcium imaging experiments, data were 
collected in two 300-s trials in closed loop with a bright bar; there was a 5-s interval of darkness between trials. 
For electrophysiology experiments, flies were given at least 10 minutes of walking in closed loop with the 
visual cue prior to data collection. Each electrophysiology experiment consisted of 3 continuous 200-s closed 
loop trials with a 1-s inter-trial interval in darkness. 
 
Optogenetic stimuli and pharmacology 
Optogenetic stimuli were delivered using a Hg lamp and an ET-Cy5 long-pass filter (590-650nm, Chroma), 
with a power of ~10 mW/mm2. A shutter (Uniblitz Electronic) was used to control the light pulse duration. 
Light pulses (10 ms) were delivered at 4-s inter-pulse intervals, in three sessions of 150 pulses each. In the first 
session, the extracellular saline contained 1 µM TTX (554412, EMD Biosciences). In the second session, 1µM 
picrotoxin (CAS 124-87-8, Sigma Aldrich) was added. In the third session, picrotoxin was increased to 100 µM. 
In no-ATR control experiments, the light pulse was 50 ms long. 
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Immunohistochemistry 
 
General immunochemistry procedures: Brains were dissected from female flies 2-3 days post-eclosion in 
Drosophila external saline (see above) and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA, Electron Microscopy Sciences) 
in phosphate-buffered saline (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 15 min. Brains were then washed with PBS before 
adding blocking solution containing 5% normal goat serum (NGS, Sigma-Aldrich) in PBST (PBS with 0.44% 
Triton-X, Sigma-Aldrich) for 20 minutes. Brains were then incubated in primary antibody with blocking 
solution for 24 hrs at room temperature, washed in PBST, and then incubated in secondary antibody with 
blocking solution for 24 hrs at room temperature. After a final wash in PBST, brains were mounted using 
Vectashield (Vector Laboratories) for imaging. For MCFO protocols, a tertiary incubation step for 24 hours at 
room temperature and wash with PBST was performed prior to mounting. Mounted brains were imaged on a 
Leica SPE confocal microscope using a 40× oil-immersion objective with 1.3 n.a. Image stacks comprised 100-
250 z-slices at a depth of 1 µm per slice. Image resolution was 1024×1024 pixels. 
 
Visualizing Gal4 expression patterns: The primary antibody solution contained chicken anti-GFP (1:1000, 
Abcam) and mouse anti-Bruchpilot (1:30, Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, nc82). The secondary 
antibody solution contained Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-chicken (1:250, Invitrogen) and Alexa Fluor 633 goat 
anti-mouse (1:250, Invitrogen). 
 
MCFO: The primary antibody solution contained mouse anti-Bruchpilot (1:30, Developmental Studies 
Hybridoma Bank, nc82), rat anti-FLAG (1:200, Novus Biologicals), and rabbit anti-HA (1:300, Cell Signal 
Technologies). The secondary antibody solution contained Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-rabbit (1:250, Invitrogen), 
ATTO 647 goat anti-rat (1:400, Rockland), and Alexa Fluor 405 goat anti-mouse (1:500, Invitrogen). Tertiary 
antibody solution contained DyLight 550 mouse anti-V5 (1:500, AbD Serotec). 
 
Data analysis for imaging and electrophysiology experiments 
 
Calcium imaging data analysis was performed on MATLAB 2018a and 2018b; electrophysiology data analysis 
was performed on MATLAB 2019b. For calcium imaging data analysis, no flies were excluded from the 
dataset. Analyses for calcium imaging datasets were parallelized on a high-performance computing cluster (O2 
High Performance Compute Cluster, HMS Research Computing Group). For electrophysiology analysis, we 
excluded experiments if the fly did not sample the full 360-degree heading range or if there was large electrical 
noise. This occurred in 7/16 cells recorded; we included 9 cells across 7 flies in our dataset. 
 
Calcium imaging alignment and processing: Rigid motion correction in the x, y, and z axes was performed for 
each trial using the NoRMCorre algorithm54. Each region of interest (ROI) was defined in a single z-plane. For 
each ROI, a DF/F metric was calculated, with the baseline fluorescence (F) defined as the mean of the bottom 
5% of fluorescence values within the given trial (300 s in length). For PB imaging, 16 ROIs were defined, one 
for each of the 16 glomeruli occupied by PFNd dendrites or PFNv dendrites or EPG axons; these ROIs were 
drawn based on visible anatomical boundaries. For FB imaging, eight ROIs were defined manually over hΔB 
neurites to correspond to eight columns spanning the horizontal axis of the FB. ROIs were defined to be of 
roughly equal width and collectively cover the lateral span of the FB without overlap between ROIs. For NO 
imaging, an ROI was defined for each the left and right NO2, which were anatomically separable.   
 
Processing locomotion data in calcium imaging experiments: The displacement of the spherical treadmill was 
computed by FicTrac in the yaw and forward directions, output from the Phidget device as a voltage signal, and 
collected by the NI data acquisition device (DAQ). The FicTrac-computed displacements along the yaw, 
forward, and lateral (side) axes were also saved directly to an HDF5 file. To get the forward and yaw velocity, 
the voltage signal from the DAQ was first downsampled (using MATLAB downsample function) to the FicTrac 
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output rate (50 Hz), converted to radians, and unwrapped. A second-order Butterworth low-pass filter was 
applied to the displacement, and velocity was calculated using the MATLAB gradient function. To get the 
lateral velocity, the FicTrac outputs saved to the HDF5 file needed to be aligned to the DAQ-collected inputs. 
To do this, the integrated forward displacement was first linearly interpolated to the time points of the DAQ 
signal (after downsampling to 50 Hz). The interpolated integrated forward displacement was then low-pass 
filtered using a second-order Butterworth function, and velocity was calculated using the MATLAB gradient 
function. The forward velocity computed from the HDF5 file was then aligned to the forward velocity 
computed using voltage signals from the DAQ using the MATLAB finddelay function. The delay calculated 
between the HDF5 forward velocity signal and the DAQ-input forward velocity signal was found to be 
consistent across channels, and the aligned HDF5 forward velocity and DAQ-input forward velocity traces were 
nearly identical. Moreover, applying the interpolation, smoothing, velocity calculation, and delay adjustment 
procedure to the HDF5 unwrapped heading signal resulted in a yaw velocity trace nearly identical to the one 
computed using the DAQ-input voltage signal. Thus, we applied the same procedure to the HDF5 integrated 
lateral displacement to obtain the lateral velocity. Finally, velocity calculated along all three axes were 
downsampled to the volumetric imaging rate. 
 
For all analyses, we removed the first 3s of every trial to account for the delay in visual stimulus display. We 
also removed time periods around starting/stopping transitions to account for jGCaMP7 rise and decay kinetics. 
Specifically, for each trial, a walking transition ‘cutoff’ for the total speed of the fly (forward speed + lateral 
speed + yaw speed) was computed by fitting the speed distribution to a bimodal normal mixture model using 
maximum likelihood estimation and finding the speed at which contribution of the two normal distributions to 
the mixture PDF was equal. For cases when the mixture model fit was relatively poor and generated a speed 
cutoff less than 0.1 rad/s, we used a cutoff value of 0.1 rad/s; when the speed cutoff estimate was greater than 
0.5 rad/s, we used a cutoff value of 0.5 rad/s. This speed threshold and an additional requirement that walking 
and stopping epochs be at least 0.5 s in length were used to determine walking transition time points. For PFN, 
EPG, IbSpsP, and LNO2 imaging, we removed 2·τrise after stop→walk transitions and 2·τdecay after walk→stop 
transitions. For SpsP and LNO2 imaging, this correspondence was flipped. Based on published data23, we used 
τrise=75 ms and τdecay=520 ms for jGCaMP7f experiments and τrise=70 ms and τdecay=1.69 s for jGCaMP7s 
experiments. The first 200 ms prior to every transition was also removed in our analyses. 
 
In Figs. 1e, 1f, 2b, 2e, 3b, 4f, and Extended Data Figs. 5f and 7b, velocity traces were lightly smoothed using a 
300-s moving average filter for display only.  
 
Processing locomotion data in electrophysiology experiments: The displacement of the spherical treadmill was 
computed by FicTrac in the yaw, forward, and lateral directions, output from the Phidget device as a voltage 
signal, and collected by the NI data acquisition device (DAQ). The voltage signal from the DAQ was first 
converted into radians and unwrapped. A second-order Butterworth lowpass filter was then applied to the 
displacement. The displacement traces were then smoothed using the MATLAB smoothdata lowess function. 
Displacements were downsampled to 25Hz. Velocity was calculated using the MATLAB gradient function and 
interpolated up to 1000Hz using the MATLAB resample function with a second-order antialiasing filter. For all 
analyses, the first and last 500 ms of each trial were removed. 
 
Ensemble representation of heading direction: To determine the position of the heading bump in the PB (in 
PFNd, EPG, IbSpsP, and PFNv neurons), we took the spatial Fourier transform of the DF/F across the 16 PB 
glomeruli at every time point. In order to ensure a period of 8 glomeruli in the spatial Fourier transform, we re-
arranged the PB glomeruli for each cell type, following published maps2. Specifically, for EPG neurons (in 
which our driver line does not contain neurites in glomeruli L9 and R9), the PB glomeruli were arranged in the 
following order: L8-L7-L6-L5-L4-L3-L2-L1-R2-R3-R4-R5-R6-R7-R8-R1. For PFNd, PFNv, and IbSpsP 
neurons (which do not contain neurites in glomeruli L1 and R1), the arrangement was: L9-L8-L7-L6-L5-L4-L3-
L2-R9-R2-R3-R4-R5-R6-R7-R8. We defined the bump position as the phase of the Fourier component at a 
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period of eight glomeruli; we used the sign convention in which positive phase change corresponds to rightward 
movement of the bump in the protocerebral bridge when viewed posteriorly. 
 
To determine the neural heading coding in the FB, we defined each FB column as representing 1/8 of the full 
360° azimuthal space. Using the centers of each bin of heading space and the DF/F for the given column as 
weights, we calculated the population vector average across the eight FB ROI columns for each time point. We 
defined a positive phase change to be a rightward movement of the bump in the FB when viewed posteriorly.  
 
Correlation analysis of heading direction: We calculated the circular-circular correlation coefficient between the 
visual cue position and the position of the heading bump for each fly. We limited the correlation calculation to 
periods when the bump amplitude (defined as the maximum DF/F – minimum DF/F across the glomeruli for 
each half of PB) was > 0.8. For each cell type, we calculated circular-circular correlations for different cue-
bump time lags, and we used the time lag where the correlation was maximal. This lag was 0.1 s for EPG 
imaging, 0.3 s for PFNd imaging, 0.4 s for PFNv imaging, and 0.4 s for IbSpsP imaging. 
 
Normalized bump amplitude: For each half of the PB, we defined the bump amplitude as the maximum DF/F – 
minimum DF/F across the eight glomeruli. Then, for each fly, we performed min-max normalization of the 
bump amplitudes, using the mean of the bottom 5% of bump amplitudes as the minimum and the top 5% of 
bump amplitudes as the maximum. We performed this rescaling of bump amplitudes for each side of the 
protocerebral bridge separately. This rescaling enabled us to compare between the right and left halves of the 
protocerebral bridge and average data across flies. 
 
For the FB, we defined the bump amplitude as the maximum DF/F – minimum DF/F across the eight columns. 
Then, for each fly, we performed min-max normalization of the bump amplitudes, using the mean of the bottom 
5% of bump amplitudes as the minimum and the top 5% of bump amplitudes as the maximum. 
 
Computing population activity in the PB as a function of translational velocity: We binned each time point 
based on the forward and lateral velocity of the fly. Lateral velocity was defined in the ipsilateral direction (thus 
right was positive in analyzing the right PB, while left was positive in analyzing the left PB). We then pooled 
data across the left and right PB. We required that each 2D velocity bin contain at least 10 datapoints (or 
approximately 1s of data) for a given fly to qualify for inclusion in the group analysis. We then calculated the 
mean normalized bump amplitude within each velocity bin for every fly. We then took the mean across flies to 
produce the family of curves. If over half of the flies in the dataset did not have enough observations for a given 
forward/side velocity bin, we excluded the bin entirely from our dataset; otherwise, we took the mean across the 
flies that had enough observations to be included in the dataset. In our dataset, bin exclusion only occurred at 
the ends of the specified bin edges. For these analyses, we used a time lag that produced the maximally steep 
relationship between activity and velocity. For PFNd and EPG neurons, this time lag was 0.2 s. For PFNv 
neurons, this time lag was 0.3 s. For IbSpsP neurons, this lag was 0.1 s. 
 
Computing population activity in the PB as a function of translational velocity angle: We binned each time 
point based on the translation angle and translation speed of the fly, where translational angle was calculated as 
the vector angle and the translation speed as the vector magnitude defined by the vector sum of forward and 
lateral velocity. A vector angle of zero was defined as aligned with the heading of the fly (i.e., lateral velocity 
was zero), and positive angles were defined to be to the ipsilateral direction of the population (e.g. for PFNd.R 
neurons, positive angle was to the right; for PFNd.L, a positive angle was to the left). We then pooled data 
across the left and right PB. We required that each 2D velocity bin contain at least 10 datapoints (or 
approximately 1s of data) for a given fly to qualify for inclusion in the group analysis. We then calculated the 
mean normalized bump amplitude within each velocity bin for every fly. We then took the mean across flies to 
produce the family of curves. If over half of the flies in the dataset did not have enough observations for a given 
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angle/magnitude bin, we excluded the bin entirely from our dataset; otherwise, we took the mean across the 
flies that had enough observations to be included in the dataset. Bin exclusion only occurred at the ends of the 
specified bin edges. We used the same time lags as above. 
 
Computing direction of preferred translational velocity: We first calculated the mean normalized PB bump 
amplitude over binned forward or lateral velocities for each fly (combining the data from the left and right PB 
by representing lateral velocity in the ipsilateral direction). We then took the mean across flies. For both PFNd 
and PFNv neurons, these relationships were fairly linear (Extended Data Figs. 2b, 6b). We computed the slope 
of the linear regression between normalized bump amplitude and forward velocity, as well as the slope of the 
linear regression between normalized bump amplitude and ipsilateral side velocity (Extended Data Figs. 2b, 
6b). To calculate the preferred translational velocity angle, we took the arctangent of the ratio between the slope 
of the normalized bump amplitude versus lateral velocity and the slope of the normalized bump amplitude 
versus forward velocity (Extended Data Figs. 2c, 6c). We assumed that the preferred directions of the left and 
right PB were mirror-symmetric. 
 
PFNd electrophysiology analysis during walking behavior: Voltage traces were downsampled to 1000 Hz using 
the MATLAB resample function. To remove spikes, voltage traces were then median filtered using the medfilt1 
MATLAB function. To calculate firing rate, the median filtered trace was subtracted from the downsampled 
trace to isolate spike times. Timepoints of spikes were identified using the MATLAB findpeaks function on the 
baselined trace with the minimum peak height specified for every experiment. To estimate firing rate, identified 
spikes were smoothed using a 10 ms Gaussian kernel. Finally, the voltage trace was further smoothed using the 
MATLAB smoothdata function to remove remaining noise. 
 
Computing PFNd membrane voltage and firing rate as a function of translational velocity: The preferred 
heading direction of each cell was estimated by generating a heatmap of membrane potential values as a 
function of heading and forward velocity, in which heading was binned in 10º segments from -180º to 180º. In 
addition, we generated a second plot of the mean membrane potential value as a function of heading only. We 
used a preferred translational angle magnitude of 31º for our analyses. To determine the direction of the 
preferred translational angle (i.e. -31º or + 31º), we generated heatmaps of the membrane potential and firing 
rate binned by forward velocity and lateral velocity. Once the sign of the preferred translational direction vector 
offset was determined, velocity in the preferred translational direction was found by projecting the forward and 
lateral velocities onto this preferred travel direction vector and summing the two components. 
 
To determine the temporal relationship between activity and behavior (Fig. 1j), we used continuous trial 
segments of at least 30 seconds during which: (1) at least 60% of the fly’s heading fell within a 120º range 
around the preferred heading, and (2) there were multiple blocks of non-zero velocity.  We used the MATLAB 
xcorr function to determine the cross correlation between changes in the membrane potential of the cell and 
changes in the fly’s velocity in the preferred translational direction. A peak in the cross correlation at negative 
time values indicates that changes in the membrane potential precede changes in velocity; a peak at positive 
values indicates that changes in the membrane potential follow changes in velocity. 
 
To determine the relationship between activity and velocity in the preferred translation direction (Fig. 1k), we 
computed membrane voltage and firing rate as a function of velocity along preferred translational direction, 
binning the data by heading to account for the heading tuning of the cell. We used heading bins of +/- 60º to the 
preferred heading of the cell and +/- 60º opposite to the preferred heading of the cell. We shifted the behavioral 
data forward by 113s to account for the behavior-neuron lag; this value was chosen because it was the median 
lag of the cross-correlation peak across all cells (as shown in Fig. 1j).  
 
Computing SpsP, LNO2, and LNO1 activity as a function of translational velocity: We combined data for the 
left and right hemisphere and binned each time point based on forward and lateral velocity (in the ipsilateral 
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direction). For each fly, we required that a given 2D velocity bin contain at least 10 datapoints (or 
approximately 1s of data) for inclusion. We then calculated the mean DF/F within each velocity bin. To produce 
the family of curves in Figs. 2c, 2f, and Extended Data Figs. 7c, we took the mean across flies for each velocity 
bin. A velocity bin was only included in the figure if every fly in the dataset had the minimum required number 
of datapoints for that bin. Bin exclusion only occurred at the ends of the specified bin edges. For these analyses, 
we used a time lag that produced the maximally steep relationship between activity and velocity. For SpsP the 
lag was 0.2 s; for LNO2, the lag was 0.1 s; for LNO1, the lag was 0.2 s. 
 
Optogenetic stimulation during patch-clamp recording: In Fig. 2g, the response to the optogenetic stimulus in 
each pharmacological condition was averaged over 50-90 trials where the response was stable. The pre-stimulus 
baseline was defined as the mean voltage in the window 2-s prior to the stimulus. The stimulus response was 
taken as the maximum voltage deviation from baseline within 200 ms after stimulus onset. We found that 
differences in inhibition are significant comparing TTX condition to TTX + 100 μM picrotoxin (P=2.67×10-4, 
paired-sample t-test with Bonferroni-corrected α = 0.0167, Bonferroni-corrected CI = [-7.44, -3.28] mV), and 
comparing to TTX + 1 μM picrotoxin condition to TTX + 100 μM picrotoxin condition (P=7.02×10-4, paired-
sample t-test with Bonferroni-corrected α = 0.0167, Bonferroni-corrected CI = [-7.03, -2.49] mV). Differences 
in inhibition are not significant comparing TTX condition with TTX + 1 μM picrotoxin condition (P=.1906, 
paired-sample t-test with Bonferroni-corrected α = 0.0167, Bonferroni-corrected CI = [-2.02, 0.81] mV). 
Statistical testing used all 6 experiments where each pharmacological treatment was tested. 
 
Computing hΔB population activity as a function of translational velocity: We binned each timepoint by the 
translational speed of the fly, defined as the magnitude of the vector sum of the forward and lateral velocity. We 
then calculated the mean normalized FB bump amplitude within each speed bin for every fly. We also 
calculated the mean across flies. We required that all flies contain at least 10 datapoints within a given speed bin 
for inclusion; this only occurred at the bin edges. The same procedure was used to compute the relationship 
between normalized bump amplitude and forward velocity and lateral speed. For hΔB neurons, we used a lag of 
0.2 s. 
 
Computing bump position shift from heading as a function of translational angle: For PFNd and PFNv neurons, 
we defined the bump position as the phase of the spatial Fourier transform at a period of eight glomeruli (see 
above). For hΔB neurons, we defined the bump position as the population vector average across the eight 
columns (see above). We computed a difference value defined as (cue position – bump position), mean centered 
across the experiment. Mean centering was performed because the heading representation in the EB and PB is 
arbitrary relative to the cue position6. In heading-only representations, the bump position should move to the 
right the same amount as the cue moves to the right, which occurs when the fly is rotating to the left. Positive 
difference values indicate that the bump position is further to the left than the cue position, and negative 
difference values indicate that the bump position is further to the right than the cue position. We also computed 
the translation angle as the arctangent of the lateral velocity and the forward velocity; positive angles denote 
rightward translation. For all cell types, we used a lag value of 0.2 s. For each fly, we displayed a histogram of 
offset values binned by translation angle. We omitted the 90º translation angle bin representing backwards 
walking because that bin was sparsely sampled. For each translation angle bin, we found the circular mean for 
each histogram, which is plotted in Fig. 4j and 4k. In Fig. 4j (hΔB neurons), we found the shift was significant 
when comparing left translation-heading deviations to centered translation-heading deviations (P=0.0030, 
paired-sample t-test with Bonferroni-corrected α = 0.0167, Bonferroni-corrected CI = [-0.478, -0.140] radians) 
and when comparing right translation-heading deviations to centered translation-heading deviations (P=0.0038, 
paired-sample t-test with Bonferroni-corrected α = 0.0167, Bonferroni-corrected CI = [-0.411, -0.105] radians). 
In Fig. 4k (PFNd neurons), the shift is not significant when comparing left translation-heading deviations to 
centered translation-heading deviations (P=0.0909, paired-sample t-test with Bonferroni-corrected α = 0.0167, 
Bonferroni-corrected CI = [-0.1329, 0.0262] radians) or when comparing right translation-heading deviations to 
centered translation-heading deviations (P=0.0446, paired-sample t-test with Bonferroni-corrected α = 0.0167, 
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Bonferroni-corrected CI = [-0.0156, 0.1520] radians). In Extended Data Fig. 8e (PFNv neurons), this shift is 
significant when comparing left translation-heading deviations to centered translation-heading deviations 
(P=0.0084, paired-sample t-test with Bonferroni-corrected α = 0.0167, Bonferroni-corrected CI = [0.0148, 
0.2107] radians) and when comparing right translation-heading deviations to centered translation-heading 
deviations (P=0.0030, paired-sample t-test with Bonferroni-corrected α = 0.0167, Bonferroni-corrected CI = 
[0.0332,0.204] radians) – note that the shift is in the opposite direction than that for hΔB neurons. 
 
Connectomics analysis 
 
Using the partial connectome of the adult female fly brain (hemibrain v1.1)9, we first obtained the neuron IDs 
for all hΔB neurons in the dataset (19 in total), and we performed a neuprint55 Common Input search to obtain 
all the inputs to all hΔB neurons. We then discarded all neurons not identified as PFNd or PFNv to obtain a 
connectivity matrix, which tabulated the number of synapses connecting all PFNd/PFNv neurons to all hΔB 
neurons.  
 
For Fig. 3h, we assigned each hΔB axon to one of 12 vertical FB columns. We then assigned each PFNd and 
PFNv neuron to one of 8 vertical FB columns. Using the column designations, we determined the relative 
lateral location of each neuron along the FB. Using the connectivity matrix, we evaluated every synaptic 
connection between an hΔB neuron and a PFNd or PFNv neuron by calculating the relative distance between 
the hΔB axon and the PFNd or PFNv axon. If the distance between the PFN axon and the hΔB axon was <20% 
of FB’s horizontal extent, we categorized the synapses between the pair as axo-axonal. If the distance between 
PFN axon and hΔB axon was 30-70% of the FB’s horizontal extent, we categorized the synapses as axo-
dendritic. Only two synapses from this analysis were indeterminate, and we manually classified as axodendritic. 
 
For Fig. 3j, we assigned each PFNd and PFNv neuron a relative preferred heading, based on its cognate PB 
glomerulus. For example, neurons in L5 or R5 were assigned a preferred heading of 0°, while neurons in L7 and 
R3 were assigned a preferred heading of +90°. We used the connectivity matrix to determine the input weight of 
each PFNd and PFNv neuron onto each hΔB neuron. We then computed the connectivity-weighted circular 
mean of these preferred headings, for each hΔB neuron and each input population (PFNd.right, PFNd.left, 
PFNv.right, PFNv.left). 
 
For Extended Data Fig. 3, we performed a neuprint Common Input search to obtain all the inputs to PFNd and 
PFNv neurons. We grouped input synapses by cell type and discarded synapses where the input cell type was 
undefined or where the cell type made three or fewer synapses across all PFNd/PFNv neurons. We then plotted 
the distribution of input synapses across cell type using the Total Weight values. In addition, for PFNd neurons, 
we created a connectivity matrix between PFNd neurons and all input neurons belonging to the top ten input 
cell types. We discarded any input weight values of three or fewer. 
 
For Extended Data Fig. 4c, we used neuprintr and natverse software56 to display the LNO2 skeleton from the 
hemibrain dataset. 
 
Computational model 
 
The model was built based on experimentally estimated number, connectivity, and activity of three populations 
of neurons: PFNd, PFNv, and hΔB. The model comprised 40 PFNd neurons, 20 PFNv neurons, and 19 
hΔB neurons whose activity is given by the following equations:  

𝑃𝐹𝑁𝑣!(𝑡) = 	𝑓 +𝑚-𝑣"#$ , 𝑣!
%&'"/ ∗ 𝑛!()*+(𝜃"#$)3 

𝑃𝐹𝑁𝑑!(𝑡) = 		𝑓 +𝑚-𝑣"#$ , 𝑣!
%&'"/ ∗ 𝑛!()*,(𝜃"#$)3 
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ℎ∆𝐵!(𝑡) = 	8𝑊!-
.∆0,()*, ∗ 𝑃𝐹𝑁𝑑-(𝑡) +8𝑊!-

.∆0,()*+ ∗ 𝑃𝐹𝑁𝑣-(𝑡) + 	𝜖(𝑡) 

where  𝑣"#$	 is the current body-centric velocity vector and 𝑣%&'"	and the preferred direction of the population. 
𝑓 denotes a monotonic non-linearity. For simplicity, we take 𝑓 to be a threshold-linear function. The form of 𝑚 
was chosen to approximate measured activity and for simplicity kept the same across both PFN populations (but 
with differing preferred velocity direction). It is given by: 

𝑚-𝑣"#$ , 𝑣!
%&'"/ = 1 + 	5 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝐿𝑈-𝑣"#$ 	 ∙ 𝑣!

%&'"/ 
Where ∙ corresponds to a dot product and ReLU is a function that equals 𝑥 if 𝑥≥0 and 0 otherwise. The 
dependence of PFN activity on current heading 𝑛 approximates the inheritance of heading tuning through the 
protocerebral bridge and is given by: 

𝑛!()*+ =8𝐷!-
()*+,(0 ∗ 𝑟-𝜃"#$ , 𝜃-

%&'"/ 

𝑛!()*, =8𝐷!-
()*,,(0 ∗ 𝑟-𝜃"#$ , 𝜃-

%&'"/ 

𝑟(𝜃"#$ , 𝜃%&'") =
1
2 (1 + cos

(𝜃"#$ − 𝜃%&'")) 
where	𝑟 corresponds to a simplified description of heading tuning in the protocerebral bridge, with 𝜃"#$ the 
fly’s current heading. The matrices 𝐷 are based on anatomical data and map PFN neurons to the protocerebral 
bridge. The structure of connections from the PFNd and PFNv populations to hΔB in the model were taken 
directly from the hemibrain connectome9, based on the assumption that functional connection weights scale 
with the number of synapses per connection57; these weights were then scaled uniformly by a single, positive 
scalar value to generate the connectivity matrices 𝑊. 𝜖 denotes Gaussian output noise. Simulations were 
performed in Python. 
 
Data availability 
 
The datasets generated during and/or analyzed during the current study are available from the corresponding 
author on reasonable request. 
 
Code availability 
 
Code for implementing the computational model will be posted to GitHub upon publication.  
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Figure 1. PFNd neurons are tuned to heading and translational velocity. 
a. Left: Movement axes in body-centric coordinates. Translation is defined as movement along the forward and lateral axes. Right: In 

world-centric coordinates, walking straight while heading north produces the same travel direction (blue arrow) as rightward lateral 
walking while heading west. 

b. EPG neuron dendrites form a topographic map of heading in the ellipsoid body (EB) while their axons form two linearized maps in 
the protocerebral bridge (PB). When the fly rotates clockwise, the bump of activity in the EB rotates counter-clockwise, and PB 
bumps move leftward. Here and elsewhere, we depict brain anatomy from the posterior side of the head.  

c. Two-photon calcium imaging as a fly walks on a spherical treadmill in closed loop with a visual cue.  
d. Left: cell types in this study and their connections, based on the partial brain connectome9. We include here all the major unilateral 

inputs to PFNd; bilateral PFNd inputs are omitted for clarity (Extended Data Fig. 3). Middle: morphology of a single PFNd 
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neuron2. Synaptic inputs relevant to this study arrive via the cell’s dendrites in the PB and nodulus (NO), while synaptic outputs 
are in fan-shaped body (FB). Right: PFNd dendrites occupy PB glomeruli 2-9. EPG axons target glomeruli 1-9, but the line we 
used to drive expression of the calcium indicator omits the EPG neurons in the most lateral glomeruli (shading). Arrows show 
relative heading preferences of EPG neurons. 

e. EPG population activity in the PB as a fly walks in closed loop with a visual cue. 
f. Same for the PFNd population. When lateral velocity is mainly leftward (*), the left bump amplitude is larger than the right. 
g. Left: Normalized EPG bump amplitude versus forward velocity. Data are binned by lateral velocity in the ipsilateral direction (i.e., 

right for EPG projections to the right PB and left for projections to the left PB). Data from the right and left PB are combined and 
then averaged across flies (n = 5 flies). Right: same for PFNd neurons in the PB (n = 16 flies). 

h. Normalized PFNd bump amplitude in the PB, versus body-centric translational direction. Data are binned by speed. Lateral velocity 
is expressed in the direction ipsilateral to the imaged PB, allowing us to combine data from the right and left PB before averaging 
across flies (n = 16 flies).  

i. Preferred body-centric translational directions of the PFNd.R and PFNd.L populations. Based on a linear fit to the data in (g), we 
estimate that these neurons prefer translation directions of ±31° (see Methods and Extended Data Fig. 2). 

j. Top: membrane potential of a PFNd neuron, overlaid with the fly’s walking speed in this neuron’s preferred body-centric 
translational direction. Bottom: lag between velocity (in the cell’s preferred body-centric translational direction) and voltage. Each 
symbol is a fly (n=9 cells in 7 flies, vertical bar shows median lag = 0.113 s). 

k. Left: mean membrane potential of an example PFNd cell, plotted versus velocity in this neuron’s preferred body-centric 
translational direction. Data are divided into three bins based on the proximity of the fly’s heading to the neuron’s preferred 
heading (black arrow). Right: same for spike rate. 
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Figure 2. Velocity tuning in PFNd neurons from graded release of inhibition. 
a. Each SpsP neuron receives input from the superior posterior slope (SPS) and synapses onto PFNd dendrites across the ipsilateral 

PB. 
b. SpsP activity as a fly walks in closed loop with a visual cue. 
c. SpsP activity versus forward velocity. Data are binned by lateral velocity in the ipsilateral direction and averaged across flies (n = 8 

flies). 
d. Each LNO2 neuron receives input from the lateral accessory lobe (LAL) and synapses onto all the PFNd neurons in the ipsilateral 

NO. 
e. LNO2 activity as a fly walks in closed loop with a visual cue. 
f. LNO2 activity versus forward velocity. Data are binned by lateral velocity in the ipsilateral direction and averaged across flies (n = 

4 flies). 
g. Left, whole-cell voltage response of a PFNd neuron to optogenetic stimulation of SpsP neurons (arrowhead), recorded in TTX (to 

isolate monosynaptic input), in TTX + 1 μM picrotoxin (to block GABAA receptors51), and TTX + 100 μM picrotoxin (to block 
GluCl receptors28). Each trace is an average of >50 trials. Right, amplitude of stimulus-evoked inhibition. Within each condition, 
each symbol is a cell (n=9 flies, with picrotoxin for 6 of these flies, ** P=2.67×10-4 and * P=7.02×10-4, paired-sample t-tests with 
Bonferroni-corrected α = 0.0167). 

h. Summary of lateral velocity preferences. Because PFNd dendrites in the NO are contralateral to their dendrites in the PB, the right 
LNO2 neuron synapses onto PFNd.left, and vice versa.  
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Figure 3. PFNd and PFNv neurons form a Cartesian coordinate system for translational velocity 
a. PFNd and PFNv neurons have similar morphologies, except their dendrites reside in the dorsal and ventral NO2, respectively2. 
b. PFNv population activity in the PB as a fly walks in closed loop with a visual cue. 
c. Same as Fig. 1g but for PFNv (n = 11 flies). 
d. Same as Fig. 1h but for PFNv (n = 11 flies). 
e. Left: The full PFNd/v coordinate system. Based on a linear fit to the data in (c), we estimate that PFNv.L neurons prefer a 

translation direction of +132°, whereas PFNv.R neurons prefer -132°. (see Methods). Note that PFNv neurons prefer contralateral 
movement, whereas PFNd neurons prefer ipsilateral movement. Right: when the fly rotates, the PFNd and PFNv coordinate system 
rotates accordingly. 

f. Schematized projections of the PFNd and PFNv populations, from the hemibrain connectome9. Note that the mapping from PB 
glomeruli to FB horizontal locations is the same for PFNd and PFNv. For each cell type, each half of the PB contains a complete 
heading map (arrows) which is projected onto the full horizontal axis of the FB. 

g. Top: Morphology of an hΔB neuron. This cell type has a dendrite in the FB and an axon that projects halfway across the horizontal 
extent of the FB (schematized as a filled square and open circle). Bottom: hΔB neurons tile the horizontal extent of the FB 
(schematized as a rectangle). All hΔB neurons reside in the same FB layer but are vertically offset for clarity in this schematic. 

h. Synapses onto hΔB dendrites and axons from PFNv and PFNd neurons. Each vertical bar represents one hΔB neuron (n = 19 
neurons). 

i. Schematized projections onto a single hΔB neuron from each side of the PB. PFNd neurons target both hΔB neuron axons and 
dendrites, but their dominant input is axonal. For a given side of the PB, PFNd and PFNv inputs have different heading tuning. 

j. Analysis of hemibrain connectome data. Each PFNd and PFNv neuron in the connectome was assigned a preferred heading, and 
each PFN→hΔB connection was weighted by the number of synapses in that connection. Then, for each hΔB neuron, we 
computed the weighted average of the preferred headings of its PFN inputs; we did this separately for each input population 
(PFNd.R, PFNv.R, PFNd.L, PFNv.L) onto each hΔB neuron. Finally, for each hΔB neuorn, we computed the absolute pairwise 
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difference between these averages. Each boxplot summarizes results for all 19 hΔB neurons; thick line = median, box = 
interquartile range, whiskers = full range omitting one outlier (•). 

k. Schematized projections onto a single hΔB neuron from PFNd neurons. Note that PFNd.L and PFNd.R inputs to this neuron have 
different heading tuning. The same is true for PFNv.L and PFNv.R inputs. 

l. A schematic hΔB neuron and its top PFN inputs. Above each PFN neuron is a fly with a body-centric translational velocity vector 
(red or blue) denoting the preference of that PFN neuron. The rotation of the fly denotes the preferred heading of the PFN neuron. 
Note that all four PFN neurons have similar world-centric travel direction preferences. 
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Figure 4. From body-centric velocity and heading to world-centric velocity. 
a. In the model, 40 PFNd neurons and 20 PFNv neurons converge onto 19 hΔB neurons. Each PFN population is tuned to translational 

velocity as shown in the grayscale heatmaps below. The fly’s translational velocity (green arrow) is projected onto each cell’s 
preferred translational direction (red/blue arrows); the result is then rectified and used to scale the cell’s heading response. Each 
PFN neuron is cosine-tuned to heading, with a heading response in the range [0,1], and a preferred heading dictated by its cognate 
PB glomerulus (Fig. 3f). These PFN firing rates are then weighted by the PFN→hΔB connection matrix from the hemibrain 
connectome and summed in hΔB neurons. Finally, independent Gaussian noise is added to each hΔB neuron to emulate the 
noisiness of real networks. 
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b. Top: the PFN→hΔB connection matrix from the hemibrain connectome, with darker colors representing more synapses, and thus 
stronger weights in the model. Rows are hΔB neurons, columns are PFN neurons. Within each PFN population, columns are sorted 
by PFN heading tuning, as inferred from the PFN neuron’s PB glomerulus2. Gray numbers denote PB glomeruli. Recall that PFNd 
neurons target both hΔB axons and hΔB dendrites, and so there are two “hotspots” per PFNd column. 

c. Model: population activity of hΔB neurons. The fly’s path is a straight line at a fixed speed. In consecutive rows within the same 
block, heading is rotated clockwise, while body-centric velocity is rotated counterclockwise by the same angle, so that the world-
centric travel vector is the same for all rows in a block. Activity is normalized to the maximum in each row. Note that the position 
of the hΔB bump is essentially unchanged within a block, for all three blocks (three world-centric travel directions).  

d. Model: hΔB bump amplitude versus translational speed, for three heading directions. 
e. Model: position of the hΔB bump (computed as the population vector average or PVA) as a function of world-centric travel 

direction. Results are shown for 7 different headings. In the full model, PVA is proportional to travel direction and invariant to 
heading. In a model with permuted connectivity that removes the left-right phase shift (shown in b), world-centric direction 
encoding is disrupted, but not completely eliminated, due to the fact that PFNd and PFNv connections are still properly arranged 
relative to each other. When either PFNv or PFNd neurons are omitted, world-centric direction encoding is almost completely 
eliminated. 

f. Data: hΔB population activity in the FB as a fly walks in closed loop with a visual cue. The FB is segmented into vertical columns, 
and ΔF/F is measured in each column. When lateral speed is high relative to forward speed, the position of the hΔB bump deviates 
from the fly’s heading (asterisk). 

g. Data: hΔB bump amplitude (normalized to the maximum in each fly) versus translational speed. Each gray line is a fly; purple is the 
mean across flies. 

h. Histograms showing the difference between the cue position and the hΔB bump position. These values are mean-centered within 
experiment, and then binned according to the deviation between the fly’s translational direction and its heading. Results are shown 
for four flies. When the fly’s translation direction deviates from its heading, the hΔB bump shifts away from the cue position. 

i. Same but for PFNd neurons. Here, the bump does not shift away from the cue position. 
j. Mean difference between the cue position and the hΔB bump position. Each set of connected symbols is one experiment (n=4 

flies).The purple and gray distributions are significantly different, as are the purple and pink distributions (P=0.0030 and P=0.0038, 
respectively; paired-sample t-tests with Bonferroni-corrected α = 0.0167, ). 

k. Same for PFNd (n=16 flies). The red distributions are not significantly different from the gray or peach distributions (P=0.0909 and 
P=0.0446, paired-sample t-test with Bonferroni-corrected α = 0.0167). 
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